


SQL is language designed for managing 

data in the RDBMS

Developed by Donald D Chamberlin and 

Raymond F.  Boyce in 1970s (IBM San Jose Research 

Lab).
Originally called Structured English  

Query Language (Sequel).

 In 1986 ANSI published an SQL standard.



SQL is RDBMS language.

SQL provides commands to create and 

modify tables , insert data into tables, 

manipulate data in the table etc.

SQL is simple, flexible, powerful .

 Its non-procedural language (means 

describes what data to retrieve, not how to 

perform these operations.



Data Definition Language (DDL)

DDL Deals with schema definition of the 

RDBMS.

DDL commands are used to create , 

modify and remove database objects like 

tables, views and keys.

 Common DDL commands are CREATE , 

ALTER and DROPE.



Data Manipulation Language (DML)

DML component help to interact with 

database for the manipulation of data in 

database.

DML commands are used to insert data 

into tables, retrieve, update and delete 

data in the table.

 Common DML commands are SELECT, 

INSERT , UPDATE and DELETE.



Data Control Language (DCL)

DCL Component control access to the 

database.

GRANT and REVOKE are two DCL 

commands.
• GRANT – Allow access privileges to the  users to 

the database.

• REVOKE – Withdraws users access permission to 

the database.



MySQL is a easy to use RDBMS.

MySQL is open source RDBMS.

MySQL provides high security to 

the database.



Data Type Usage Storage Space

Tiny INT Very Small integer values 1

SMALL INT Small integer values 2

MEDIUM INT Medium sized integer 

values

3

INT Normal sized integer 

values

4

BIG INT Large integer values 8

FLOAT (M,D) Floating point numbers 4

DOUBLE(M,D) A double precision

floating point number

8

DECIMAL(M,D) Storage of exact 

precision values

8



1.  CHAR  (CHARACTER)

CHAR is fixed  length character data Type.

Syntax is  , CHAR (Size) 
• Where Size is maximum number of characters to build 

the string

• Default size of CHAR is 1

2.  VARCHAR 

VARCHAR  represents variable length strings.

Syntax is  , VARCHAR (Size)

The length of strings vary from 0-65535.



1.DATE

DATE data type is used to store dates.

 Standard format of DATE data type is 

YYYY-MM-DD.

2.TIME

 TIME data Type is used to store time values.

 Standard format of TIME data type is HH:MM:SS .



1. NOT NULL

• To specify that a particular column can never have NULL 

value.

2. AUTO_INCREMENT

• To provide auto increment feature for a column in a table.

3. UNIQUE

• To ensure that more than one row can never have same 

value for the specified column in a table.

4. PRIMARY KEY.

• To declare a column as primary key of a table.

5. DEFAULT

• To set a default value for the specified column.



Operator Meaning
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< Less than

> Greater than

<= Less than or equal to

>= Greater than or equal to

= Equal to

<> Or != Not equal to
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NOT True when condition false

AND True when both condition are true

OR True when either of condition are 

true



Name may contain letters, digits, and 

special symbols _ and $ .

Name must contain at least one alphabet.

Name must not contain white space and 

special symbols.

Name can’t be a SQL keyword

Name should not duplicate with other 

similar objects.



To create database
To create Table
To insert data into  Table
To retrieve data from Table
To modify data in the table.
To delete data in the table.
Removing database or table.



To create a new data base the following 
command is used 

CREATE   DATABASE   <database name>;
Eg: - CREATE DATABASE  school;

Opening Database

USE <database name>;
Eg:- USE  school;

To List entire database in the system use 
following command

SHOW DATABASES; 



CREATE  TABLE  <table_name> 
( <column_name> <data_Type> [constraint]
[,(<column_name> <data_Type> [constraint]  

, .....................................................................] );

Eg: -

CREATE  TABLE Student 
(AdmNo INT Primary Key  Auto_Increment ,
Name VARCHAR (30) NOT NULL ,
Gender CHAR Default ‘M’,
DOB date ,
course VARCHAR(15) ,
f_income INT );

Note 

 DESCRIBE <Table_Name); - To view the structure of the table



INSERT  INTO  <table_name> 

[(<column1> <column2> ..... <columnN>)] 

VALUES(<value1>, <value2> ....<valueN>);

Eg: -

INSERT  INTO Student 

(AdmNo, Name,  DOB, course, f_income )

VALUES (1001,’Alok’, ‘1998/10/2’, ‘Science’ , 24000);



SELECT  <column_name> [,<column_name> , <column_name> ...]

FROM <table_name> ;

Eg: -

SELECT  AdmNo, Name,  DOB, course, f_income

FROM Student ;

Note:-
The following command retrieves all the details from a table

SELECT  * FROM <table_name> ; 

E.g. SELECT *  FROM student;



UPDATE <table_name>
SET <column_name> = value [,<column_name> = value...]
[WHERE  <condition>] ;
Eg: -

UPDATE Student 
SET course=‘humanities’
WHERE name=‘alok’;

Note :
Be very careful while updating records in a table 
because without giving relevant condition data of all 
records in the specified column will be modified with 
new value.



DELETE  FROM <table_name>  [WHERE  <condition>] ;

Eg: -

DELETE  FROM Student  WHERE admno=1001;

Note :

Be very careful while deleting records in a table 

because without giving relevant condition all 

records in the specified table will be deleted 

without any warning.



Eliminating Duplicate values  using DISTINCT

keyword

Eg :-

SELECT  DISTINCT  course FROM student;

Applying condition using WHERE clause 

SELECT  <column_name> [,<column_name> ,<column_name>, ...]
FROM <table_name>
WHERE <condition>  ;

Eg:-

SELECT  * FROM Student WHERE admno =1001;



Conditions based on list of values

Eg :-

SELECT  * FROM Student WHERE course IN (‘scice ‘, 

‘commerce)’;

Conditions based on range of values

Eg:-

SELECT  * FROM Student WHERE f_income BETWEEN

25000 AND 40000;

Conditions based on range of values

Eg:-

SELECT  * FROM Student WHERE f_income IS NULL;



Conditions based on pattern matching
 SQL operator LIKE is used for pattern matching.

 Patterns are specified using wildcard characters % and _ 

(underscore).

 ‘% ‘matches with a substring of characters.

 ‘_ ‘ matches with single characters.

 Patterns are case sensitive.

Eg:-

SELECT  * FROM Student WHERE name LIKE ‘%on’;  // matches with 

name end with ‘on’ ( E.g. Jackson , Tomson etc..)

SELECT  course  FROM Student WHERE course LIKE %mer%’; 
//Matches with course containing substring ‘mer’  (E.g. commerce)

SELECT name FROM student where name like ‘A__k’; // matches with 
name with exactly with two characters between A and K (E.g. Alok)



Aggregate function in SQL 

 SUM() - Return total of the values in the specified column.
 AVG() - Return Average of the values in the specified 

column 
 MIN() - Return smallest value in the specified column 
 MAX() - Return largest value in the specified column 
 COUNT() - Return number of non null values in the 

specified column 

Eg: -
SELECT MAX(f_income) from student;
SELECT COUNT(*) from student;

Note : 
COUNT(*) returns no of records in a table with at least one field. 



Sorting result using ORDER BY clause

SELECT  name , course FROM student ORDER BY name ASC;  

Note : Order can be specified using ASC (Ascending) or 

DESC (Descending)

Groping result using GROUP BY clause

SELECT  gender , count (*) FROM student GROUP BY gender;

Note : Rows of  tables can be grouped together based on 

common value using GROUP  BY clause



Adding New Column

ALTER TABLE <table_name>

ADD  <column_name>  <data_Type>[<SIZE> ]  [Constraints]

[FIRST | AFTER <column_name>]  ;

Eg: -

ALTER TABLE Student 

ADD RegNo INT AFTER name ;

Changing the defintion of a column

ALTER TABLE <table_name>

MODIFY <column_name>  <data_Type> [<SIZE> ]  [Constraints];

Eg :-

ALTER  TABLE  Student 

MODIFY  RegNo INT  UNIQUE ;



Removing column from a table

ALTER TABLE <table_name>

DROP <column_name;

Eg: -

ALTER  TABLE  Student 

DROP  RegNo ;

Removing  Table from database

DROP TABLE  <table_name>;

Eg:-

DROP  TABLE  student;



 If result of one query is dynamically substituted 

in the condition of another query , it is known as 

nested query.

Eg: -
SELECT name and course FROM student where 

mark= (SELECT MAX(mark) FROM student) ;



 A view is virtual table formed from one or more tables.
 The tables from which views are formed are called bas 

tables.
 View is created using DDL command CREATE VIEW.
 Syntx is

CREATE VIEW <view_name>
AS SELECT <column_name> [,<column_name>, ..]
FROM <table_name>
[WHERE <codition>] ;

Eg:-
CREATE VIEW Student_Com
AS SELECT * FROM student
WHERE course =‘commerce’ ;
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